
podcast episode 4: 
Songs to dance to!

 with Rosie A and Rosanna on flute

Hello to you, hello to me, 
It's nice to see you here today, we've got some special songs to play.... X2

 
 
 

Can you reach up high, reach up high just like me?

I can reach up high, reach up high, just like you...

 

Can you tap your toes, tap your toes just like me?

I can tap my toes, tap my toes, just like you!

 

Can you do the twist, do the twist, just like me?

I can do the twist, do the twist, just like you!

 

Can you wiggle up high, wiggle down low, just like me?

I can wiggle up high, wiggle down low, just like you!

 

Your turn!

 

 

Come on and shake it up baby... shake and shout

Can you shake a little higher? 

Work it on out!

Come on and shake it up baby... shake and shout

Can you shake a little lower? 

Work it on out!

Ahh.....

 

Hello to you!

Just like me

Twist and shout!

Lyrics



Come on and twist it up baby... 

Twist and shout

Can you twist a little wider? 

Work it on out!

Come on and twist it up baby... twist and shout

Can you twist a little lower? Work it on out!

 

Ahh.....

 

Come on and wiggle it up baby... wiggle and shout

Can you wiggle  your fingers?

Work it on out!

Come on and wiggle it up baby... wiggle and shout

Can you wiggle wiggle wiggle everthing!

Work it on out!

Ahh....

 

 

 

This is the baby bop! (Bop bop bop bop bop bop...)

This is the baby bop!

Let’s go side, no don’t you cry,

Let’s do the twist, yeah just like this,

Wiggle your fingers, down to your toes...

Ahhhhhh... This is the baby bop!

 

Breakdown:
Let’s groove! (Let’s groove...)

Wiggle wiggle wiggle wiggle wiggle wiggle...

Let’s shake it, shake it, shakey shakey shake it,

Bounce bounce bounce bounce bounce bounce...

First pump, whoop whoop!

Ahhh.........

This is the baby bop!

etc

Baby Bop!



Shake with me

Can you.... shake shake shake shake shake shake with me X2

Can you shake shake shake shake shake to the left?

shake shake shake shake shake to the right, 

Round and round, come shake with me, 

BE HAPPY! 

 

Can you step step step step step  step step with me? X2

Can you step.... to the left? Step... to the right,

Round and round, come step with me,

BE HAPPY!

 

Can you dance dance  dance dance dance dance dance with me? X2

Can you dance... to the left? Dance... to the right,

Round and round, come dance with me,

BE HAPPY!

 

 


